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DISCLAIMER
The information shared in this whitepaper is not all -encompassing or
comprehensive and does not in anyway intend to create or put into implicit effect
any elements of a contractual relationship. The primary purpose of this whitepaper
is to provide potential holders with pertinent information for them to thoroughly
analyze the project and make an informed decision. Prior to your participation in
RimauSwap, we strongly advocate a careful study of this whitepaper.
Certain statements, estimates and financial information featured in this whitepaper
take into consideration and are based on certain knowledge, unkown contingencies
and risks which may cause estimated results or may differ factually and
substantially from featured statements or results extrapolated or expressed in such
forward-looking statements here-with. RimauSwap ensures that the website will be
updated on a regular basis.
With that said, circumstances may change, and information maybe adjusted without
notice. RimauSwap does not guarantee the accuracy of the information, including
information provided by third parties, at any time. Every effort has and will be made
to ensure that the information provided is accurate at all times.
You must not rely on this information to make a financial or investment decision.
Before making any decision,we recommend you consult a financial advisor or
cryptocurrency expert. RimauSwap does not give any warranty as to the accuracy,
reliability or completeness of information which contained in this whitepaper or
website.
Except insofar as any liability under statute cannot be excluded, RimauSwap and
their team do not accept any liability for any error or omission on RimauSwap or for
any resulting loss or damage suffered by the recipient or any other person. Unless
otherwise specified, the copyright of information provided on this whitepaper or
website is owned by RimauSwap.
You may not alter or modify this information in anyway, including the removal of this
copyright notice.
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OVERVIEW

This paper outlines the REBOOT of RimauSwap project. RimauSwap was launched on 31st of August 2021
and was originally built to be the Local Decentralized Exchange (DEX) to service a specific country and to
benefit the local communities through its Sustainable ESG ecosystem. However, not long after the
launching of RimauSwap, the local regulator issued RimauSwap a Cease & Desist order.
After a thorough discussion with the core team members, RimauSwap have decided to take the Comply,
Engage and Expand approach to adhere to the regulator’s recommendation. Since then, the RimauSwap
team had gone back to the drawing board and decided to expand the project scope from targeting to
benefit one specific country to the ASEAN countries instead.
RimauSwap REBOOTED is released as the enhanced version of RimauSwap V1 (the initial launching version)
after one month of re-thinking & re-strategizing. RimauSwap at its core is still a Public Benefit Project
(PBP). Our objective is “Do good first, then profit”. Hence, the new RIMAU tokenomics focuses on
establishment of the RIMAU Farm Pool that funds RimauSwap’s Sustainable ESG charity initiatives to help
the underprivileged, as well as the Appreciation Intensive Tokenomics through active buybacks of RIMAUs
for burning.

OUR VISION
To inspire and show the world that DeFi and Cryptocurrencies can
change lives of the underprivileged sustainably.

OUR MISSION
Change lives of the underprivileged sustainably with DeFi Yield
Farming, Portfolio Management and reward supporters of this Public
Benefit Project with intensive token value appreciation.
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RimauSwap V1
THE BEGINNING
RimauSwap V1 was originally built to be the Local Decentralized Exchange (DEX) to service a specific
country and to benefit the local communities through its Sustainable ESG.
The objective was to make it a showcase to the world that cryptocurrencies can be put to good use for the
benefits of the underprivileged, starting with a country, one at a time and then expand to more countries.

DEX AS MEANS TO POPULATE DEFI FARM
At the core of RimauSwap Public Benefit Project is the DeFi Farm the team intended to build for DeFi Yield
Farming & Portfolio Management.
The objective was to fund Sustainable ESG charity initiatives and contribute to the underprivileged
community, sustainably, with self-sustainable proceeds from the DeFi Farm.
Operating a Local DEX servicing local crypto community and calling for support of their Local DEX was the
means for RimauSwap V1 to achieve the DeFi Farm population (crypto fund pooling) objective.

COMPLY, ENGAGE & EXPAND
However, not long after the launching of RimauSwap to serve the specific local market, the regulator
issued RimauSwap a Cease & Desist order.
Since then, RimauSwap took the Comply, Engage and Expand approach to adhere to the regulator's
recommendation while engaging relevant parties locally to better understand the local regulatory
framework and guidelines in operating Decentralized Exchange (DEX) in that country.

TO STAKERS OF RIMAUSWAP V1
The RimauSwap team would like to thank all supporters of RimauSwap V1 for participating in adding
liquidity in the RimauSwap V1 farms. These farms are now decommissioned (stop paying RIMAU rewards).

We recommend stakers of RimauSwap V1 to unstake from the decommissioned farm(s) you
have participated in respectively.
Unstaked RIMAU tokens can be staked in RimauSwap’s Belang Pool to continue earning more
RIMAUs.
Connect with us on Telegram should you have enquiries to unstaking from RimauSwap V1
farms.
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RimauSwap REBOOTED

There is no DeFi projects that focuses on giving back to the society, more so in a sustainable
manner. Many DeFi projects are on the bandwagon of unsustainable 'High APR Red Sea'; one
which does not last unfortunately.
RimauSwap wants to be the first to CHANGE LIVES sustainably with DeFi Yield Farming and
Portfolio Management.
We chose to walk a different path, one that makes a difference and to live a life that matters!
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RIMAU FARM POOL

We are establishing the RIMAU DeFi Farm that channels proceed from DeFi Yield Farming & Portfolio
Management to:
R change lives of the underprivileged with RIMAU’s ESG charity initiatives.
R reward supporters of our cause with intensive token value appreciation through active token
burning.

SEED FUND
RIMAU Farm Pool is initially formed with digital assets not amounting to gift pledged by seed-funders to
get the ball rolling.
Additional funding received through supporters’ RIMAU acquisitions are added to RIMAU Farm Pool for
DeFi Yield Farming as well as Portfolio Management.
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HOW DOES IT WORK?
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Supporters acquire RIMAU Token with USDT
USDTs are extracted and added to RIMAU Farm Pool
RimauSwap acquires Shariah transparent tokens and perform DeFi Yield Farming or hold them
Proceeds (W) from RIMAU Farm Pool goes to:
a. X : fund ESG Charity Initiatives
b. Y : buy RIMAU from open market and burn
c. Z : retention to grow RIMAU Farm Pool

W (Proceed) = X (Charity) + Y (Burn) + Z (Retention)
For a start, the proceeds allocation is at full discretion of RimauSwap
Team and may change from time to time. Eventually, the aim is to
allocate majority proceeds for X (Charity) & Y (Burning)

WHAT DOES IT MEAN
So by acquiring and holding RIMAU, you are into:
R Help populate and grow the size of RIMAU Farm Pool.
R Change Lives of the underprivileged sustainably, funded by proceed from RIMAU Farm Pool.
R Benefit from token value appreciation via:è Active RIMAUs buyback from market for burning.
è Digital Assets portfolio management (e.g. investing in new project token pre-sale and etc).

THE SIMPLE EQUATION
i.
ii.
iii.

The more RIMAU tokens acquired, the larger the RIMAU Farm Pool gets.
The bigger the farm, the bigger the proceed generated to fund sustainable ESG charity initiatives.
More proceeds lead to more underprivileged lives changed.
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SUSTAINABLE ESG
At the core of the RimauSwap PBP is a Sustainable ESG that focuses on creating positive impact to the
underprivileged communities, sustainably.
There are 3 main RIMAU ESG Initiatives:i.
FeedUp! – Feed the hunger.
ii.
SkillUp! – Skill up the underprivileged.
iii.
StartUp! – Micro-fund start-ups.
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SUSTAINABLE VALUE CREATION
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

As supporters of RimauSwap Public Benefit Project acquire and hold RIMAU tokens, USDT value
extraction takes place to populate RIMAU Farm Pool.
Populated DeFi Farm executes DeFi Yield Farming and Portfolio Management for gains.
Gains are used to fund RimauSwap’s ESG Drive and to buy RIMAUs from the market for burning
(Appreciation Intensive Tokenomics), resulting in RIMAU token value appreciation.
RIMAU’s Appreciation Intensive Tokenomics attracts more supporters to acquire and hold RIMAUs.

This creates an ecosystem with self-sustainable value creation to benefit the underprivileged and reward
supporters of this Public Benefit Project with token value appreciation overtime.
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RIMAU TOKENOMICS
THE BEGINNING
Every endeavor ought to have a purpose behind it. For RimauSwap team, it all started off as a few friends
who invest in digital asset, made some money along the way.
We are very enthusiastic of the digital asset market and sincerely felt that it is the new way to building
wealth.
So we thought: What IF we could show the world that DeFi & Cryptocurrencies can build wealth and help
changing lives at the same time? --hence the birth of 'RimauSwap Public Benefit Project (PBP)'.

RIMAU UNIQUE TOKENOMICS
With this notion in mind, we built a unique Tokenomics. One which is appreciation-intensive.
At the core, it is a Public Benefit Project that aims to pool digital asset for DeFi Yield Farming & Portfolio
Management; and then use the gains to fund sustainable charity initiatives (ESG).
In addition, it has to make economic sense to those who support our cause, so RimauSwap incentivizes its
supporters with Appreciation Intensive Tokenomics.

APPRECIATION INTENSIVE TOKENOMICS
RIMAU Tokenomics is designed with active token buyback from the market using proceeds from RIMAU
Farm Pool for burning.
This reduces RIMAU token circulating supply over time and pushing its value up in the long run.
It is RimauSwap PBP's way of rewarding supporters of RimauSwap's 'Changing Lives' cause. Supporters
who are willing to give back to the community by acquiring RIMAU from the open market & holding them
will benefit from RIMAU value appreciation.

SUSTAINABLE ESG DRIVE
As long as the RIMAU Farm Pool generates yield, we use the yield to fund the RimauSwap's ESG drive
(FeedUp!, SkillUp! & StartUp!); as well as buying back RIMAU from the open market and burn.
This forms a sustainable value creation cycle to help the underprivileged, sustainably.
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RIMAU TOKEN INFORMATION
Token Name

RIMAU Token

Token Symbol

RIMAU

Total Supply

1,300,000 (1.3m)

Pre-minted Supply

1,000,000 (1m)

Additional Supply

300,000 (300k) to be released over 1.5 years (18 months)

Chain

Binance Smart Chain (BEP20)

Contract Address

0x098dCbf3518856E45BB4e65E7fCc7C5Ff4a2C16e

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

è Public Circulation
Foundation & Community

60% of tokens allocated for public acquisition

è [ Partners & Marketing]

35% of tokens allocated for strategic partnerships & marketing

è Team

5% is allocated for RimauSwap team
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RIMAU ESG DRIVE
CHANGING LIVES
RimauSwap Public Benefit Project want to change the lives of the underprivileged by gathering good
Samaritans in global crypto communities to join forces and address challenges facing them in three
different aspects:i. Feed the hunger.
ii. Skill them up to make a living.
iii. Micro-funding startups.

Therefore, there are 3 separate initiatives in RimauSwap’s ESG Drive: FeedUp!, SkillUp! & StartUp!

FEEDUP!
This ESG initiative aims at feeding the hunger. Through collaboration with local NGOs in selected ASEAN
countries, we have kickstarted the first 'One Tonne Rice' charity program on October 2021 to distribute
1,000 kilograms of rice to targeted underprivileged communities around the ASEAN region, every month.

SKILLUP!
This is the ESG initiative where we fund the underprivileged community to pick up a new skill. Quick, short
term skillset learning / certification program that can change their livelihood in a short time.
Examples: We can fund a hair-styling program, so the person with lack of resources can work as a hairstylist and change his/her livelihood. Or we can fund a “repair motorbike”, “learn English so he/she can
work in a hotel”.

Short term skillset training / certification courses. RimauSwap will pay for the learning fee directly.

STARTUP!
This ESG initiative micro-funding programs where we provide the initial funding of starting up small
businesses to change the livelihood of families, such as helping certain communities to acquire 50 chicks
to start their own farm; To buy that 1 goat, or to start that small convenient store, you get the idea!
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FEEDUP! INITIATIVE
WORLD HUNGER
The global pandemic is exacerbating world hunger. According to United Nation, worldwide, an additional
70 to 161 million people are likely to have experienced hunger as a result of the pandemic in 2020.
Just prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, 650 million people were going hungry, and some 2 billion people were
suffering from food insecurity – figures that had been rising since 2014.
COVID-19 is expected to exacerbate all forms of malnutrition, particularly in children, due to a loss of
household income, a lack of available and affordable nutritious food, reduced physical activity and
disruptions in essential nutrition services.

WE CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE
With the help of good Samaritans within global crypto communities, RimauSwap Public Benefit Project
want to make sustainable, live-changing differences to lives of the underprivileged.
If you are reading this, chances are you have benefited from the potentials of DeFi Yield Farming as well
as crypto assets holding.
We are the fortunate bunch to have access to this golden opportunity of the 21st century --the DeFi market.
Let us all join forces and bring sustainable contributions to the underprivileged with DeFi Yield Farming.
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1TONNE RICE PROGRAM
RIMAUSWAP 1 TONNE RICE PROGRAM
With the help of good Samaritans within global crypto communities, RimauSwap Public Benefit Project
want to make sustainable, live-changing differences to the underprivileged.
RimauSwap FeedUp! Initiative distributes 1,000 kilogram of rice to feed the hunger monthly, starting
countries around the ASEAN region.
Journey of a thousand miles begins with the a single step. We started small and aim to scale-up gradually
as more proceed are generated from the RIMAU DeFi Farm.
As of November 2021, two of the countries in the ASEAN region (Myanmar & Malaysia) have benefited from
RimauSwap's FeedUp! Initiative.

MYANMAR !
20th October 2021
With the help of RimauSwap Public Benefit Project's volunteer, the first 1,000 kilograms of rice for the
underprivileged in Myanmar was initiated on the 20 October, 2021.
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MALAYSIA "
29th October 2021
With the help of RimauSwap's ESG Drive volunteer and in collaboration with Food Aid Foundation
Malaysia, we have initiated the first One Tonne Rice Program to distribute the first 1,000 kilograms of
rice to the underprivileged community in Malaysia.
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LEAVE NO ONE BEHIND
We are the lucky bunch that got to know and have access to the emerging DeFi Market and generated
good returns from DeFi Yield Farming and from holding appreciating digital assets.
The underprivileged communities may not have the opportunity like we do. Let us not leave them
behind. Together, we can make the RimauSwap Public Benefit Project a successful showcase to the
world that DeFi and Cryptocurrencies can be put to good use to help the underprivileged, sustainably.

JOIN OUR COMMUNITY
Visit us at
https://rebooted.rimauswap.finance/ or
https://rebooted.rimauswap.farm/
and make that move to change lives, sustainably. Connect with us and
the RimauSwap Public Benefit Project community.

https://t.me/RimauSwap
/RimauSwap
https://facebook.com/rimauswap
/rimauswap
https://twitter.com/rimauswap
@RimauSwap

Together, we can make this world a better place!
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LIVE
LIFE
MATTER
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